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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Marie-Josée Sirois 
Université Laval,  
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REVIEW RETURNED 30-Mar-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This is an interesting study that may add to the current injury 
literature. However, major changes are required for this paper to be 
scientifically acceptable. Please find my main comments below.  
 
INTRODUCTION:  
 
Overall, the introduction does not provide a good review of the 
previous knowledge related to the subject of this manuscript. The 
introduction does not make the case for the hypothesis, which it 
should. Even if the literature on injury patterns related to OWF may 
be of limited size, the introduction needs to be rewritten in order to 
provide more complete information on what is already known about 
this topic. It should also make the case for the hypothesis i.e.: 
provide information on general patterns of injury in adults vs seniors, 
fracture patterns in adults vs seniors, injury patterns associated with 
OWF in adults, etc. The last sentence of the first paragraph (lines 
10-12) is irrelevant to the topic as the paper is not about hospital 
stay and mortality. I recommend that it be replaced by data on why 
seniors and adults present different injury patterns. In other words, 
provide the readers with arguments supporting your hypothesis that 
patterns of injuries would be different in seniors vs adults and in 
what way.  
 
Some reference citations are wrong, please be careful on how 
references are made. For instances, references 3 (United nations) -4 
(Bergeron and Lavoie) -5 (Hashmi et al)-6 (Nagy et al) do not 
support the statement that OWF will increase “owing to a greater 
number of physically active and independent elderly people”. 
Indeed,  
1) Reference 3 describes the aging of the world population and in 
that UN report, independent seniors are defined as those not living 
in an extended family network, alone or with a spouse. The report 
mentions that in some countries this is assign of increased economic 
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resources but in others it could be a sign of neglect. Nothing is said 
about their physical activity;  
2) Reference 4 is a rather old paper about the risk of death and 
pneumonia in seniors with rib fractures. Although they have a 
sentence in their introduction stating that “healthy, active elderly will 
increase”, their statement is not supported by references. Please 
provide a better reference to support your statement on the 
increased population of healthy seniors.  
3) I have the same comment about citation of Hashmi et al. (paper 
on risks of trauma mortality in seniors). They do state in their 
introduction there are more elderly people with active lifestyle, citing 
an opinion paper from 2003. Authors of the currently reviewed paper 
should go the source reference to support their own statement.  
4) Reference 6 does mention anything related to the subject of you 
paper.  
 
METHODS  
 
The method section is clearly written. There are major limitations in 
the method section that need to be recognized and addressed.  
 
First major limitation is the high possibility of a “differential 
surveillance (referral bias)” that is known to affect results of case-
control studies. In the current study, this differential bias is related to 
criteria used in the ED for performing (or not) CT scans in patients 
presenting with trauma to the head/face. The bias seems to affect 
cases and exposure (age) distributions. The criteria for CT scans are 
not mentioned in the text and clearly should as they seem to have 
increased the propability of oversampling young cases. Moreover, 
criteria for CT are known to vary from setting to setting and doctor to 
doctor. Some EDs used the Canadian CT head rules (Stiell et al. 
The Canadian CT Head Rule for patients with minor head injury. 
Lancet. 2001), some do not. What were yours? Did they change 
over the 10 years of the study?  
In that sense, the item 9 of the STROBE statement is only partially 
addressed.  
 
Second major limitation: there is there is no report on missing data, 
and this may or may not contribute to the above-mentioned bias. 
How were missing data addressed?  
 
A flow chart illustrating, over the ten years of the study, 1) number of 
patients presenting at ED with head/facial trauma; 2) characteristics 
of patients with/without criteria for CT scan; 3) those with/without 
diagnosis of OWF (including missing data at each stage) would help 
clarify the direction of the above mentioned bias.  
 
Other Methodological issues to be addressed:  
Page 5, line 23: it is mentioned, “an emergency physician and 
ophthalmologist recorded the common signs and symptoms …”. The 
sentence is written as if the ED physician is also an ophthalmologist, 
is it really the case? I doubt it. If there are both ED physicians and 
ophthalmologist involved in recording symptoms, were there any 
inter-observer agreements tests performed. What are the impacts on 
case ascertainment?  
 
RESULTS  
 
The table and figures are very clear.  
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The distributions of age (74.0 ± 6.6 and 37.5 ± 13.1) reflect a very 
strong bimodal distribution of cases with almost no one between 55 
and 65 years of age. This is rather intriguing and should be 
addressed in the discussion.  
 
DISCUSSION  
 
Overall, the discussion is almost only a repetition of the results. As 
the paper is short, please avoid such unnecessary repetition after 
the first paragraph and focus much more on discussing the results. 
There is almost no such discussion of results in the context of the 
injury literature, please improve this.  
 
The sentence at page 7, lines 10-11 (this finding could be attributed 
to changes in equilibrium….) is unclear, please rewrite.  
The limitations of the study are not discussed. Please address the 
above-mentioned potential bias (see my comments on the methods 
section). An honest discussion of limitations (retrospective design) 
and potential bias (criteria for CT scan and missing data) should 
involve a serious examination of their impact on current results 
(most probable direction of the bias). This is completely absent from 
the discussion section.  
 
Apart from saying that “clinicians should consider differences in the 
cause, anatomy, and injuries associated …” (page 8, lines 8-10), 
there is no discussion on clear impact for the ED care or 
management of OWF. Please provide concrete clinical implications 
resulting from the study. Any management change suggested? Any 
differential management according to age or injury mechanism is 
proposed?  
 
The generalization of the result should be discussed in light of 
practice variations related to criteria for CT scans used in EDs. 
Moreover, it may be relevant to discuss the generalizability of results 
in light of potential differences between Asian and Non-Asian 
populations (e.g. differential risk of fractures, etc). 

 

REVIEWER Ulrik Felding 
Department of Otorhinolaryngology and Audiology  
Copenhagen University Hospital, Rigshospitalet  
Denmark, Europe 

REVIEW RETURNED 02-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS A very interesting paper on orbital wall fractures comparing fracture 
patterns with age.  
 
In the Data Collection section: The clinical data warehouse included 
"formal interpretive reports of CT scans". I am assuming that many 
different radiology specialists looked at the scans. Did the authors 
look at the CT-scans with defined rules for categorizing the different 
fracture types? If not this should be mentioned under study 
limitations at the end of the Discussion section.  
Also a few more details about the CT-scans would be nice: e.g. slice 
thickness.  
 
The race of the patients is not mentioned.  
 
A paper on facial fractures in the aging population has just been 
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published which found that the elderly had significantly less 
operative intervention and were less likely to experience 
complications. The authors attribute this to the lower energy of a 
ground level fall to that of violence. A discussion of this paper would 
further strengthen the discussion.  
 
Plast Reconstr Surg. 2016 Feb;137(2):587-93. doi: 
10.1097/01.prs.0000475791.31361.9a.  
Facial Fractures in the Aging Population.  
Atisha DM, Burr Tv, Allori AC, Puscas L, Erdmann D, Marcus JR.  
 
Consider changing "elderly" to "old age" in a few places in the last 
paragraph of the Results section, page 6.  
 
Page 7, second line. There are two period dots.  
 
Figure 1 legend: "elderly OWFs" sounds like the OWF are old and 
not the patient.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

 

Reviewer Name  

Marie-Josée Sirois  

 

Institution and Country  

Université Laval,  

Canada  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

28-06-2016 BMJ-OPEN REVIEW OF MANUSCRIPT 2016-011110  

 

This is an interesting study that may add to the current injury literature. However, major changes are 

required for this paper to be scientifically acceptable. Please find my main comments below.  

 

INTRODUCTION:  

 

1. Overall, the introduction does not provide a good review of the previous knowledge related to the 

subject of this manuscript. The introduction does not make the case for the hypothesis, which it 

should. Even if the literature on injury patterns related to OWF may be of limited size, the introduction 

needs to be rewritten in order to provide more complete information on what is already known about 

this topic.  

It should also make the case for the hypothesis i.e.: provide information on general patterns of injury 

in adults vs seniors, fracture patterns in adults vs seniors, injury patterns associated with OWF in 

adults, etc. The last sentence of the first paragraph (lines 10-12, "Comorbidities and physiological 

decline in elderly patients can contribute to a prolonged hospital stay and a higher mortality rate.") is 

irrelevant to the topic as the paper is not about hospital stay and mortality. I recommend that it be 

replaced by data on why seniors and adults present different injury patterns. In other words, provide 

the readers with arguments supporting your hypothesis that patterns of injuries would be different in 

seniors vs adults and in what way.  
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Response:  

Thank you for your sincere comment. We totally agree with you.  

To provide more complete information on what is already known about this topic and for the 

hypothesis, we rewrote almost the entire INTRODUCTION section. We also revised irrelevant 

sentence "Comorbidities and physiological decline in elderly patients can contribute to a prolonged 

hospital stay and a higher mortality rate." to “Reduced physiological reserve, impaired immune 

function, and an altered cardiopulmonary response to injury might affect the outcome of trauma in 

elderly patients.". Please refer to track changed MS word manuscript.  

 

2. Some reference citations are wrong, please be careful on how references are made. For instances, 

references 3 (United nations) -4 (Bergeron and Lavoie) -5 (Hashmi et al)-6 (Nagy et al) do not support 

the statement that OWF will increase “owing to a greater number of physically active and independent 

elderly people”. Indeed,  

1) Reference 3 describes the aging of the world population and in that UN report, independent seniors 

are defined as those not living in an extended family network, alone or with a spouse. The report 

mentions that in some countries this is assign of increased economic resources but in others it could 

be a sign of neglect. Nothing is said about their physical activity;  

2) Reference 4 is a rather old paper about the risk of death and pneumonia in seniors with rib 

fractures. Although they have a sentence in their introduction stating that “healthy, active elderly will 

increase”, their statement is not supported by references. Please provide a better reference to support 

your statement on the increased population of healthy seniors.  

3) I have the same comment about citation of Hashmi et al. (paper on risks of trauma mortality in 

seniors). They do state in their introduction there are more elderly people with active lifestyle, citing an 

opinion paper from 2003. Authors of the currently reviewed paper should go the source reference to 

support their own statement.  

4) Reference 6 does mention anything related to the subject of you paper.  

 

Response:  

Thank you for your valuable comment. We made mistakes and we reviewed all references. We 

removed sentence "As the population ages, the incidence of OWF will increase owing to a greater 

number of physically active and independent elderly people", because we thought that there was no 

need to mention this sentence in this study. We removed references 3 (United nations) and 6 (Nagy 

et al). And references 4 (Bergeron and Lavoie) and 5 (Hashmi et al) were cited depending on the 

context as below:  

 

“Elderly trauma patients are more likely to have a poor outcome than young adults, irrespective of the 

injury severity.2-4”  

 

References  

3. Bergeron E, Lavoie A, Clas D, et al. Elderly trauma patients with rib fractures are at greater risk of 

death and pneumonia. J Trauma 2003;54:478-85.  

4. Hashmi A, Ibrahim-Zada I, Rhee P, et al. Predictors of mortality in geriatric trauma patients: a 

systematic review and meta-analysis. J Trauma Acute Care Surg 2014;76:894-901.  

 

METHODS  

 

The method section is clearly written. There are major limitations in the method section that need to 

be recognized and addressed.  

 

3. First major limitation is the high possibility of a “differential surveillance (referral bias)” that is known 

to affect results of case-control studies. In the current study, this differential bias is related to criteria 
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used in the ED for performing (or not) CT scans in patients presenting with trauma to the head/face. 

The bias seems to affect cases and exposure (age) distributions. The criteria for CT scans are not 

mentioned in the text and clearly should as they seem to have increased the propability of 

oversampling young cases. Moreover, criteria for CT are known to vary from setting to setting and 

doctor to doctor. Some EDs used the Canadian CT head rules (Stiell et al. The Canadian CT Head 

Rule for patients with minor head injury. Lancet. 2001), some do not. What were yours? Did they 

change over the 10 years of the study?  

In that sense, the item 9 of the STROBE statement is only partially addressed.  

 

Response:  

We totally agree with our limitations you mentioned. We added this "referral bias" in LIMITATIONS 

section as below. We have used Canadian CT Head Rule in principle since 2001. However, in 

practice, there was possibility that criteria for CT were vary from doctor to doctor. Generally, CT scans 

were performed more than recommended. There was no change of the criteria for CT over the 10 

years of the study.  

 

“Second, there is a high possibility of referral bias, which is known to affect the results of case-control 

studies. In our study, this bias relates to the criteria used in the ED for performing a CT scan in a 

patient with head or facial trauma. We have used the Canadian CT Head Rule in principle since 

2001;21 however, in general, CT scans are performed more often than recommended, and it is 

possible that the criteria for performing CT vary from doctor to doctor. This bias seems to affect case 

and exposure (age) distributions.”  

 

4. Second major limitation: there is there is no report on missing data, and this may or may not 

contribute to the above-mentioned bias. How were missing data addressed?  

A flow chart illustrating, over the ten years of the study, 1) number of patients presenting at ED with 

head/facial trauma; 2) characteristics of patients with/without criteria for CT scan; 3) those 

with/without diagnosis of OWF (including missing data at each stage) would help clarify the direction 

of the above mentioned bias.  

 

Response:  

Thank you for your comment. We agree with your recommendation and a flow chart that you 

recommended would make this a better article. The aim of this study was to describe the patterns and 

injuries associated with OWFs in elderly patients compared with non-elderly adults. We retrieved all 

the patients who underwent facial bone CT with a specific ICD-10 code at the ED. After that, we 

excluded patients in accordance with our exclusion criteria. Unfortunately, it was impossible to 

calculate the number of patients presenting at ED with head/facial trauma. We accept our limitations 

and added these to our LIMITATION section as below:  

 

“Third, we could not report on missing data. Maxillofacial trauma is generally accompanied by head 

trauma, and to minimize the effect of missing data on the study results, data for head trauma also had 

to be gathered. However, as mentioned earlier, CT scans were performed more often than 

recommended, so the effect of on the age-distribution of patients with OWF (positive cases) would be 

minimal.”  

 

5. Other Methodological issues to be addressed:  

Page 5, line 23: it is mentioned, “an emergency physician and ophthalmologist recorded the common 

signs and symptoms …”. The sentence is written as if the ED physician is also an ophthalmologist, is 

it really the case? I doubt it. If there are both ED physicians and ophthalmologist involved in recording 

symptoms, were there any inter-observer agreements tests performed. What are the impacts on case 

ascertainment?  
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Response:  

Thank you for your comment. The sentence "an emergency physician and ophthalmologist recorded 

the common signs and symptoms …" was deleted because it was confusing. As described, 

emergency physicians performed history taking and initial ophthalmic examinations. The signs and 

symptoms, including diplopia, ecchymosis, emphysema, enopthalmus, and periorbital swelling, were 

extracted from records of ophthalmologists. We revised our manuscript as below:  

 

“Emergency physicians did the history-taking and performed the initial ophthalmic examinations. 

Mechanism of injury was categorized into 5 groups: falls from heights, ground level falls, motor 

vehicle accident, violence and other causess (penetrating and other blunt trauma). After arriving at a 

diagnosis of orbital fracture by CT, an ophthalmologist performed a full ophthalmic examination. 

Ophthalmologists recorded the relevant signs and symptoms, including diplopia, ecchymosis, 

emphysema, enophthalmos, and periorbital swelling.”  

 

RESULTS  

 

The table and figures are very clear.  

 

6. The distributions of age (74.0 ± 6.6 and 37.5 ± 13.1) reflect a very strong bimodal distribution of 

cases with almost no one between 55 and 65 years of age. This is rather intriguing and should be 

addressed in the discussion.  

 

Response:  

Thank you for the comment. The expression or explanation for age distribution was not enough in the 

manuscript and Table 1. We added summplementary Figure 1 for age distribution. Please refer to this 

supplementary Figure 1. We added this in RESULTS section. We also revised Table 1 adding column 

for data of total subjects.  

 

DISCUSSION  

 

7. Overall, the discussion is almost only a repetition of the results. As the paper is short, please avoid 

such unnecessary repetition after the first paragraph and focus much more on discussing the results. 

There is almost no such discussion of results in the context of the injury literature, please improve 

this.  

 

Response:  

We really agree with your comment. We rewrote almost the entire DISCUSSION section. Please refer 

to track changed MS word manuscript.  

 

"The results of this study confirmed the hypothesis that there are different OWF patterns and 

associated facial injuries in elderly patients when compared with their non-elderly counterparts. A 

ground-level fall was the most common cause of OWF in the elderly group, whereas violence was the 

most common cause in the non-elderly group. OWF in the elderly group was likely to be associated 

with the lateral wall of the orbit, and these fractures were more likely to be associated with concurrent 

facial bone fractures than in the non-elderly group. Old age was associated with fractures of the 

maxilla and zygoma.  

In the maxillofacial trauma literature, motor vehicle accidents, violence and falls are the leading 

causes of OWF, with a wide range of relative frequencies.7 14 Trends in maxillofacial trauma are 

changing for several reasons, in particular because of population ageing.6 7 OWFs caused by 

violence and falls have been reported to outnumber those caused by motor vehicle accidents.7 Falls 

in particular are reported to be responsible for most cases of maxillofacial trauma in the elderly age 

group.7 8 15 Prompt diagnosis and treatment of maxillofacial trauma that includes OWF is 
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fundamental in emergency medicine,10 given that OWF may lead to both acute and chronic 

complications.10 11 Some descriptive studies of the clinical features of paediatric OWF have been 

reported,11 16-19 but no study to date has focused specifically on OWF in the elderly age group.  

Falls are generally considered to be a low energy mechanism for OWF.15 Atisha et al. suggested that 

elderly patients have less severe facial fractures, likely secondary to low energy mechanisms of 

injury.15 In this study, ground-level falls (43.8%) represented the most common cause of OWF in 

elderly patients, and associated facial bone fractures were more common in the elderly group. This 

supports that notion that elderly patients are vulnerable to facial trauma. Generally, more energy is 

required to fracture the mandible than to fracture the upper facial structures, and previous 

maxillofacial trauma studies have reported a lower incidence of mandibular fracture in elderly 

patients.15 20 However, in our study, mandibular fracture associated with OWF was more common in 

the elderly group. This finding may be explained by the vulnerability of elderly patients to facial 

trauma.  

Patients with OWF associated with facial bone fracture, particularly in the zygomatic-maxillary or 

nasal-ethmoid regions, often have significant disruption of the orbit.11 Surgical repair is typically 

complex, and residual visual and cosmetic defects may occur. After adjusting for sex and the 

mechanism of injury, we found that older age was associated with fracture of the maxilla (OR 1.625; 

95% CI 1.111–2.377) and zygoma (OR 1.670; 95% CI 1.126–2.475). Given that elderly patients are 

vulnerable to OWF-related facial trauma and facial bone fracture, a high index of suspicion and 

thorough investigation, including CT, is important in this age group. However, variations in the criteria 

used to perform a CT scan in the real-world setting and patient ethnicity must be considered when 

assessing the generalizability of our results. Only Asian people were included in our study, so its 

findings should be interpreted with caution."  

 

 

8. The sentence at page 7, lines 10-11 (this finding could be attributed to changes in equilibrium….) is 

unclear, please rewrite.  

 

Response:  

We agreed with this comment. We removed unclear sentence "this finding could be attributed to 

changes in equilibrium….”, and we rewrote almost the entire DISCUSSION section. Please refer to 

track changed MS word manuscript.  

 

9. The limitations of the study are not discussed. Please address the above-mentioned potential bias 

(see my comments on the methods section). An honest discussion of limitations (retrospective 

design) and potential bias (criteria for CT scan and missing data) should involve a serious 

examination of their impact on current results (most probable direction of the bias). This is completely 

absent from the discussion section.  

 

Response:  

We really agree with your comment. We rewrote almost the entire LIMITATION section. Please refer 

to track changed MS word manuscript.  

 

"Our study had several limitations. The first is its retrospective design, with all the potential errors 

inherent in this type of research. Assessment was limited to a single large academic center, so our 

findings may not apply at other hospitals. Prospective cohorts of patients with OWF could provide 

more valuable knowledge. Second, there is a high possibility of referral bias, which is known to affect 

the results of case-control studies. In our study, this bias relates to the criteria used in the ED for 

performing a CT scan in a patient with head or facial trauma. We have used the Canadian CT Head 

Rule in principle since 2001;21 however, in general, CT scans are performed more often than 

recommended, and it is possible that the criteria for performing CT vary from doctor to doctor. This 

bias seems to affect case and exposure (age) distributions. Third, we could not report on missing 
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data. Maxillofacial trauma is generally accompanied by head trauma, and to minimize the effect of 

missing data on the study results, data for head trauma also had to be gathered. However, as 

mentioned earlier, CT scans were performed more often than recommended, so the effect of on the 

age-distribution of patients with OWF (positive cases) would be minimal. Finally, we used formal 

interpretive CT scan reports for a number of variables, including fracture location and the names of 

the bones involved. These reports were prepared by multiple radiology specialists. However, the 

effect of this variability would be minimal because the fracture locations and bone names were almost 

uniform."  

 

 

10. Apart from saying that “clinicians should consider differences in the cause, anatomy, and injuries 

associated …” (page 8, lines 8-10), there is no discussion on clear impact for the ED care or 

management of OWF. Please provide concrete clinical implications resulting from the study. Any 

management change suggested? Any differential management according to age or injury mechanism 

is proposed?  

 

Response:  

Thank you for your comment. We removed the sentence “clinicians should consider differences in the 

cause, anatomy, and injuries associated …” We revised our manuscript to provide concrete clinical 

implications resulting from the study.  

 

"Patients with OWF associated with facial bone fracture, particularly in the zygomatic-maxillary or 

nasal-ethmoid regions, often have significant disruption of the orbit.11 Surgical repair is typically 

complex, and residual visual and cosmetic defects may occur. After adjusting for sex and the 

mechanism of injury, we found that older age was associated with fracture of the maxilla (OR 1.625; 

95% CI 1.111–2.377) and zygoma (OR 1.670; 95% CI 1.126–2.475). Given that elderly patients are 

vulnerable to OWF-related facial trauma and facial bone fracture, a high index of suspicion and 

thorough investigation, including CT, is important in this age group. "  

 

 

11. The generalization of the result should be discussed in light of practice variations related to criteria 

for CT scans used in EDs. Moreover, it may be relevant to discuss the generalizability of results in 

light of potential differences between Asian and Non-Asian populations (e.g. differential risk of 

fractures, etc).  

 

Response:  

Thank you for your comment. The race of the patients is Asian (Korean) and we added this in 

METHODS section as below:  

 

“The patients were of Asian (Korean) ethnicity.”  

 

We also added the sentences about the generalizability of our results in DISCUSSION section as 

below:  

 

“However, variations in the criteria used to perform a CT scan in the real-world setting and patient 

ethnicity must be considered when assessing the generalizability of our results. Only Asian people 

were included in our study, so its findings should be interpreted with caution.”  

   

Reviewer: 2  

 

Reviewer Name  

Ulrik Felding  
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Institution and Country  

Department of Otorhinolaryngology and Audiology  

Copenhagen University Hospital, Rigshospitalet  

Denmark, Europe  

 

Please state any competing interests or state ‘None declared’:  

None declared  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

A very interesting paper on orbital wall fractures comparing fracture patterns with age.  

 

1. In the Data Collection section: The clinical data warehouse included "formal interpretive reports of 

CT scans". I am assuming that many different radiology specialists looked at the scans. Did the 

authors look at the CT-scans with defined rules for categorizing the different fracture types? If not this 

should be mentioned under study limitations at the end of the Discussion section.  

Also a few more details about the CT-scans would be nice: e.g. slice thickness.  

 

Response:  

Thank you for your comment. We agree with your comment. Different radiology specialists looked at 

the scans. We described this and potential bias in LIMITATION section as below. Although, in this 

study, the variables (fracture location or name of bone) extracted from reports of CT scans were 

almost uniform, this might have affected the results.  

 

“Finally, we used formal interpretive CT scan reports for a number of variables, including fracture 

location and the names of the bones involved. These reports were prepared by multiple radiology 

specialists. However, the effect of this variability would be minimal because the fracture locations and 

bone names were almost uniform.”  

 

We added a sentence about the CT-scans in METHODS section as below:  

 

“Axial and coronal CT scans of the facial bone were obtained with a 1.0 mm slice thickness using a 

128-channel multidetector CT scanner (Somatom Definition AS Plus; Siemens Medical Solutions, 

Cary, NC, USA).”  

 

 

2. The race of the patients is not mentioned.  

 

Response:  

The race of the patients is Asian (Korean). We added this in METHODS section as below:  

 

“The patients were of Asian (Korean) ethnicity.”  

 

We also added the sentences in DISCUSSION section as below:  

 

“However, variations in the criteria used to perform a CT scan in the real-world setting and patient 

ethnicity must be considered when assessing the generalizability of our results. Only Asian people 

were included in our study, so its findings should be interpreted with caution.”  

 

 

3. A paper on facial fractures in the aging population has just been published which found that the 

elderly had significantly less operative intervention and were less likely to experience complications. 
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The authors attribute this to the lower energy of a ground level fall to that of violence. A discussion of 

this paper would further strengthen the discussion.  

Plast Reconstr Surg. 2016 Feb;137(2):587-93. doi: 10.1097/01.prs.0000475791.31361.9a.  

Facial Fractures in the Aging Population.  

Atisha DM, Burr Tv, Allori AC, Puscas L, Erdmann D, Marcus JR.  

 

Response:  

Thak you for your comment. We cited that as reference 15 in DISCUSSION section per your 

suggestion. Research structure between recommended study and ours is similar, so this paper would 

further strengthen the discussion of our manuscript.  

 

4. Consider changing "elderly" to "old age" in a few places in the last paragraph of the Results 

section, page 6.  

 

Response:  

Thak you for your comment. We revised our manuscript per your suggestion.  

 

"Old age was a significant factor for the site of OWF after adjusting for sex and the mechanism of 

injury (Fig. 1). In contrast with medial OWF (OR 0.667, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.465–0.955), old 

age was an independent risk factor for lateral OWF (OR 1.658, 95% CI 1.074–2.560). Moreover, old 

age was independently associated with fractures of the maxilla (OR 1.625, 95% CI 1.111–2.377) and 

zygoma (OR 1.670, 95% CI 1.126–2.475)."  

 

5. Page 7, second line. There are two period dots.  

 

Response:  

Thank you for your comment. We corrected that.  

 

 

6. Figure 1 legend: "elderly OWFs" sounds like the OWF are old and not the patient.  

 

Response:  

Thank you for your comment. We revised Figure 1 legend: "elderly OWFs" to "elderly patients having 

orbital wall fractures". 
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